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The Russian open access journal “Антропологии/Anthropologies”, published by the Institute of 

Ethnology and Anthropology (Russian Academy of sciences), is seeking contributions for a special 

issue on histories of anthropology in Europe. The aim of the issue is to provide (mainly) Russian 

speaking readership with an idea of the current state of the art in the field of history of anthropology 

in Europe or as practiced by European scholars. We are interested in research articles that exemplify 

current practices of writing history of anthropology. Also, contributions that reflect on purposes and 

trends in this field are welcome: Why do we write about history of anthropology? What subjects and 

research tasks are the most relevant today? How can we make the history of anthropology engaging 

and relevant for anthropologists and the general public? We define the subject matter of the articles 

very broadly as relating to any European national scholarly tradition and historical period. We also 

rely on our future authors to define what institution, scholar, or agenda they consider to be the most 

poignant for historians of anthropology today. We would be quite satisfied if the resulting special 

issue would reflect the current situation in the field with its problems and prospects.  

We point out that the required texts do not need to be fully original research articles. They might 

present versions of already published research or works that are expected to be published in languages 

other than Russian. We receive publications in English, German, Italian, Spanish, and French. 

Original English texts will be published in both English and Russian versions.  

 

Articles should be approximately 9,000 words (60,000 characters with spaces).  

The manuscript should be set up in Times New Roman, 12 font size, with double line interval. The 

pages must be numbered. The article must contain:  

- the author name(s) and the title of the article 

- key words (usually 5-10) 

- abstract (100-130 words) 

- the main body of the article 

- references 

 

References to the literature are incorporated in the text (Smith 1999: 23). The reference to a book in 

the list of references should look thus: 

Radcliffe-Brown A.R. Structure and Function in Primitive Society. N.Y.: Free Press, 1965. 

A journal article:  

Malinowski, B. 1920. Kula: The Circulating Exchange of Valuables in the Archipelagoes of 

Eastern New Guinea. Man 20: 30–45. 

An article from an edited volume: 

Schapiro M. Style // Anthropology Today / Ed. A.L. Kroeber. Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press, 1952. P. 25–40. 

 

Please provide the DOI number for recent publications. 

The text might contain an unlimited (but reasonable) amount of illustrations with copyright 

permission. The illustrations must be in TIFF format with minimum resolution of 300 dpi for regular 

pictures and 600 dpi for maps and schemes.  
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